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OFFICIAL NOTICES 
 

Sub: Notice is given under Rule 41(1) of Geographical Indications of Goods 
(Registration & Protection) Rules, 2002. 

 
1. As per the requirement of Rule 41(1) it is informed that the issue of Journal 91 of 

the Geographical Indications Journal dated 23rd November, 2016 / Agrahayana 
2nd, Saka 1938 has been made available to the public from 23rd November, 2016. 
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NEW G.I APPLICATION DETAILS 
 

App.No. Geographical Indications Class Goods 

555 Gazhipur Jute Wall-hanging Craft 27 Handicraft 

556 Varanasi Soft Stone Undercut 
Work 

27 Handicraft 

557 Chunar Sand Stone 19 Natural Goods 

558 Boka Chaul 30 Agricultural 

559 Madras Checks 23 & 24 Textiles 

560 Panruti Palapazham 31 Agricultural 

561 Manamadurai Ghatam 15 Manufactured 

562 Pochampally Ikat (Logo) 24,25 & 27 Textiles 

563 Dokra of West Bengal 6,14,21 Handi Crafts 

564 Bengal Patachitra 16,24 Handi Crafts 

565 Purulia Chhau Mask 27 Handi Crafts 

566 Wooden Mask of Kushmani 20 Handi Crafts 

567 Madurkathi 20,27 Handi Crafts 

568 Darjeeling White 30 Agricultural 

569 Darjeeling Green 30 Agricultural 

570 Otho Dongo 19 Manufactured 

571 Jaipuri Razai 24 Textiles 
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PUBLIC NOTICE 
 

No.GIR/CG/JNL/2010                                                            Dated 26th February, 2010 
 

WHEREAS Rule 38(2) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and 
Protection) Rules, 2002 provides as follows: 

 
“The Registrar may after notification in the Journal put the published 
Geographical Indications Journal on the internet, website or any other electronic 
media.” 

 
Now therefore, with effect from 1st April, 2010, The Geographical Indications Journal 
will be Published and hosted in the IPO official website www.ipindia.nic.in free of 
charge.  Accordingly,  sale  of  Hard  Copy  and  CD-ROM  of  GI  Journal  will  be 
discontinued with effect from 1st April, 2010. 

 
 
 
Registrar of Geographical Indications 
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) 
Rules, 2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 91 dated 23rd November, 2016 

 
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 390 

Application Date: 07-01-2013 
 

Application is made by M/s Maharashtra State Handlooms Corporation Limited, MSHC 
Complex, Umred Road, Nagpur – 440009, Maharashtra, India for Registration in Part A of the 
Register of Karvath Kati Sarees & Fabrics under Application No: 390 in respect of Textile 
Goods not classified elsewhere i.e. table cover, etc., & Clothing falling in Class 24 & 25 is 
hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of 
Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999. 
 
A) Name of the Applicant : M/s Maharashtra State Handlooms Corporation  

     Limited, 
 

B) Address   : M/s Maharashtra State Handlooms Corporation  
     Limited, MSHC Complex, Umred Road, Nagpur   
     440009, Maharashtra, India 
 

C) Types of Goods  : Class 24 – Textile Goods not classified  
      elsewhere i.e. table cover, etc., 

Class 25 – Clothing 
 

D) Specification: 
 
The Karvath Kati Sarees & Fabrics is socio-culturally associated with the people of 
Maharashtra due to its confluence with the culture of the people. The Karvath kati Saree 
is traditionally a part of the ritual functions of every Vidharbha bride. It is an auspicious 
wear for various religious occasions. 
 
The Vidharbha region of Maharashtra is the originating place of Karvat Kati (saw-edged) 
saree so named after the border design which resembles saw teeth. The design resembling 
saw teeth is weaved on body part of the saree at both the sides adjacent to the border.  
Every karvath kati design saree will have this pattern of design on both the sides. The 
root origin of most of the designs is the sculptures seen at the famous Ramtek temple, 
which is near to this place. 
 
The major products produced in the cluster are Saree, Shirting, Ladies Dress Material, 
Dupatta for Gents and Ladies and also Stole. The Sarees are of length 6.5 mtrs and width 
50’.  The count of the yarn used as Warp is 35 D Korea Silk for all the products except 
Stole. For Stoles, the count of the yarn used in the Warp is 36 D Korea Silk. The count of 
the yarn used in the Weft of the Saree ranges from 50-70 D Silk of local variety. The reed 
of the Saree is 72” and picks varies from 66 to 72. The widths of Saree, Shirting, Ladies 
Dress Material are 50’. The warp yarn for shirting is 35 D Korea Silk whereas the 
commonly used weft yarn are “Cotton-1/100s, 1/80s”, “Pedenkal Yarn – 60 D”, “China 
Silk- Mulberry”, “Moga”, “Ghicha”, and “Tussar Silk”. The reed for Shirting varies from 
72-80 and the picks varies from 30 to 80.  
 
The commonly used yarn in the weft of the Ladies Dress Material are “Cotton-1/100s, 
1/80s”, “Pedenkal Yarn – 60 D”, “China Silk- Mulberry”, “Moga”, “Ghicha”, and 
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“Tussar Silk”. The reed of the fabric produced ranges from 72-80 and the picks varies 
from 30 to 80. 
 
The yarn used in the weft for “Gents Dupatta” & “Ladies Dupatta” are “Cotton-1/100s, 
1/80s”, “Pedenkal Yarn – 60 D”, “China Silk- Mulberry”, “Moga”, “Ghicha”, and 
“Tussar Silk”. The reed is 72 and picks are in the range 50-55. 
 
For stoles, Tussar Silk is used in the weft. The reed for stoles is 72 and picks are in the 
range 45-50. The width of the stoles are 24’, 30’ and 50’. 

 
E) Name of the Geographical Indication: 

 
KARVATH KATI SAREES & FABRICS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

F) Description of the Goods:  
 
The Karvath Kati Sarees & Fabrics is socio-culturally associated with the people of 
Maharashtra it is an auspicious wear for various religious occasions in Vidharbha region. 
The Vidharbha region of Maharashtra is the originating place of Karvat Kati (saw-edged) 
saree so named after the border design which resembles saw teeth. The design resembling 
saw teeth is weaved on body part of the saree at both the sides adjacent to the border.  
Every karvath kati design saree will have this pattern of design on both the sides. The 
root origin of most of the designs is the sculptures seen at the famous Ramtek temple, 
which is near to this place. 
 
A range of products are being produced by the weavers of this weaving centre.  The 
products are Karvath Kati sarees, Shirting, and Ladies Dress Material (LDM) etc., are 
manufactured which are unique in its own way. 
 
The major products produced in the cluster are Saree, Shirting, Ladies Dress Material, 
Dupatta for Gents and Ladies and also Stole. The Sarees are of length 6.5 mtrs and width 
50’.  The count of the yarn used as Warp is 35 D Korea Silk for all the products except 
Stole. For Stoles, the count of the yarn used in the Warp is 36 D Korea Silk. The count of 
the yarn used in the Weft of the Saree ranges from 50-70 D Silk of local variety. The reed 
of the Saree is 72” and picks varies from 66 to 72. The width of Saree, Shirting, Ladies 
Dress Material are 50’. The warp yarn for shirting is 35 D Korea Silk whereas the 
commonly used weft yarn are “Cotton-1/100s, 1/80s”, “Pedenkal Yarn – 60 D”, “China 
Silk- Mulberry”, “Moga”, “Ghicha”, and “Tussar Silk”. The reed for Shirting varies from 
72-80 and the picks varies from 30 to 80.  
 
The commonly used yarn in the weft of the Ladies Dress Material are Cotton-1/100s, 
1/80s”, “Pedenkal Yarn – 60 D”, “China Silk- Mulberry”, “Moga”, “Ghicha”, and 
“Tussar Silk”. The reed of the fabric produced ranges from 72-80 and the picks varies 
from 30 to 80. 
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The yarn used in the weft for “Gents Dupatta” & “Ladies Dupatta” are “Cotton-1/100s, 
1/80s”, “Pedenkal Yarn – 60 D”, “China Silk- Mulberry”, “Moga”, “Ghicha”, and 
“Tussar Silk”. The reed is 72 and picks are in the range 50-55. 
 
For stoles, Tussar Silk is used in the weft. The reed for stoles is 72 and picks are in the 
range 45-50. The width of the stoles are 24’, 30’ and 50’. 
 

G) Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 
 
Bhandara District:- The district of Bhandara in the North Eastern extreme of the Nagpur 
division of Maharashtra state lies between 29°39' and 21°38' North Latitudes and 79°27' 
and 80°42' East Longitudes. Geographically, the district lies entirely within the 
Wainganga basin. Three major tributaries of Wainganga –The Bagh, The Bawanthari and 
The Chulband, drain the district. The district has considerable geological variety in its 
rock formations, that mostly belong to the archaean and the dharwar formations. The 
district is traversed West to East in the middle by the Nagpur-Kolkata (South Eastern) 
Broad Gauge railway line and the Nagpur-Raipur national highway.  
 
The weavers of Karvath Kati Sari & Fabrics are scattered in two districts, namely 
Bhandara and Nagpur.  Districts of Chandrapur & Gadchiroli are main centres of reeling 
activities, and weaving takes place at Bhandara & Nagpur districts. Mohadi village, 
Taluka – Mohadi is the main weaving cluster in Bhandara district.  The weaving of 
Tussar is practised in isolation at almost all the Tahsils, in few handful villages. The 
names of the Districts, Tahsils & villages where the weaving of Tussar is exercised are;-  
 
District                Tahsil                     Village 
Bhandara          Bhandara                Ganeshpur, Bhandara (U) 
                           Mohadi                   Mohadi, Andhalgaon, Mundri        
                           Tumsar                   Tumsar, Sihora 
                           Sakoli                     Ekodi, Bampewada          
                           Lakhani                  Palandur                
                           Lakhandhar            Lakhandhar          
                           Pauni                      Pauni            
Nagpur              Nagpur                   Nagpur (U) 
                           Umred                    Umred 
 

H) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 
 
The region to the south of the Godavari was inhabited by the aborigines, who are called 
Rakshasas in the Ramayana where the region is mentioned. The Satavahanas were the 
first to establish the supreme power in Maharashtra region. Contemporary to them were 
Kshatrapas and Pauni evidence (excavation) show that they had their rule over major part 
of Vidarbha including the district. (i.e. Bhandara). 
 
Initially Bhandara district was included in the seventh century in the territories of the 
Haihaya Rajput kings of Chhattisgarh whose kingdom was known as Maha Kosala, 
mainly for the developed civilization at Pauni. Bhandara retains some recollection of 
Hindu kings who ruled from Nagardhan.  
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The 12th century saw the rule of Ponwars who were subsequently ousted by Gond chiefs 
who asserted their independence of the Ratanpur dynasty. This was followed by Raghoji 
Bhonsle of Vidarbha who established himself as the king of Chanda, Deogarh and 
Chattisgarh in 1743. 
 
The history of Bhandara is practically blank, between the Twelfth  and  Sixteenth 
centuries (AD), as during this period the old Rajput dynasties whose existence is known 
from inscriptions and from the ruins of their temples, disappeared and were probably 
supplanted by Petty Gond chefs, who  left no record or other monument.  
  
Pauni is the ancient historical place of Bhandara district, with a fort built during the 
period of Marathas. (Pauni derived from the name of king "Pavan") is situated on the 
bank of river Wainganga known as South Ganga. Civilizations & Human settlement has 
been in and around rivers. Even though Bhandara is on the bank of the Wainganga river 
belt, but Historically Pauni gained more popularity because of  its geographic proximity 
to market and trade for the surrounding smaller villages and connectivity of smaller 
villages to cities like Nagpur, Chandrapur, Bhandara and Gondhia. In ancient times, 
Pauni was famous for the handloom textile industry. King Pawan ruled this town years 
ago. According to the folklore, the weavers are basically from Betul (now in MP). The 
king of Betul had sent some of the Weavers to teach the art of weaving to Pauni weavers. 
The weavers weaved clothes for the royal family members of the Pawan kingdom, in the 
ancient times.  
   
The first historical trace with respect to the existence of handloom weaving in shape of 
the excellent cotton handloom fabrics and its trade from Pauni, during the rule of Chand 
Kings, in the eighteenth century (1732 A.D) is noted in the history of the Bhandara 
district Gazette, published by the Gazetteers Department, Government of Maharashtra. 
  
In 1755, Janoji was declared as the sovereign of the territory, after the death of his father 
Raghoji Bhonsle. The two brothers Mudhoji and Rupaji of Raghoji Bhonsle of Hingani-
Beradi were contemporaries of Shahaji, the father of Chhatrapati Shivaji and one of the 
ancestors of the Bhonsles of Nagpur who rehabilitated the village of Beradi was probably 
the contemporary of Maloji, the grandfather of Chhatrapati Shivaji. 
 
After the death of Sambhaji, during the Mughal-Maratha conflict, Parasoji rendered 
invaluable help to Rajaram who had succeeded to the throne of Chhatrapati. The 
territories of Gondawana, Devagad, Chanda and Berar from which he had exacted tribute 
were given to his charge under a grant made in 1699 A.D. 
 
In 1707 after the death of Aurangzeb when Shahu was released by Muhammad Azam, 
Parasoji Bhonsle was the first of the Maratha nobles to join him in west Khandesh.  
 
The 17th century saw the invasion of the Peshwas who were instrumental in making the 
district a part of Berar. The Peshwas were succeeded by the Nizams during the 1850's; 
the Nizam ceded Berar to the British East India Company.  
 
The second historical trace of handlooms at Bhandara is in Settlement report of  Mr 
Lawrence, (1867) describing the extension of Pauni and the rise of trade (cotton 
handloom fabrics) states that it was for this reason that Chimna Bhonsla wanted to 
strengthen the boundaries of Pauni from Pindaris. Thrice the Pindaries, attracted by the 
fame of Pauni, swarned to its plunder. 
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During the period 1891, the most popular Handloom products of Bhandara were the 
Cotton fabrics with silk border, Tumsar - ordinary country cloth, Bhagri -Khadi, Beni 
Carpets & Bedding- sheets, which were mainly weaved by Mahars (80000 in number),  
and supported by Chhippas, for Dyeing & Printing (Value addition), which later declined 
to 40000 by the year 1901. With the consumers resorting to the mill cloth the cotton 
handloom industry declined and in 1961, there were 5253 Cotton handlooms & 161 Non 
Cotton handlooms in Bhandara district, as per the Census reports.  
 
During 1871- 1881 there was 1500 silk population, in the town of Pauni who also worked 
on Tussar. The art spread to places namely Bhandara, Andhalgaon, Mohadi and by the 
year 1901, there 4000 persons (in 950 Houses) associated with the industry.  
 
At Bhandara the Uparna or shoulder cloth and Loin cloth were woven, at Mohadi 
Women’s sarees or body clothes and cholis or breast –cloths were woven. Pauni 
produced mens clothes fringed with green silk and that the Pauni clothes were considered 
to be the best in the district and cheaper. Umred (now in Nagpur district) produced 
quality silk fabrics and were costly.  
 
In 1903 the Nizam leased Berar to the British Government of India. It was transferred to 
the Central Provinces. In 1956, with the re-organization of states, Bhandara was 
transferred from Madhya Pradesh to Bombay Province and in 1960 with the formation of 
Maharashtra; it became a district of the state.  
 
Development Corporation Vidharbha Limited (DCVL) in the 1970-1975, took up 
entrepreneurship development programmes and trained the weavers of the district in 
Tussar reeling, weaving activities.   
 
After the 1991 Census the district was bifurcated into Bhandara and Gondiya or Gondia. 
 
In the year 1992, Mr Rameshwar Shioshankar Sonkusare of Ganeshpur, Bhandara district 
was awarded National Award Certificate by Ministry of Textiles, Government of India, 
for Karvat Kati Tussar Silk Saree. 
 

I) Method of Production: 
 
The production of Tussar silk fabrics at Bhandara is done in three identified stages. 
 
Stage I    : Collection of Cocoons, Processing of Cocoons, Spinning of Silk yarn 
Stage II   : Pre-weaving Activities 
Stage III  : Weaving & Processing of silk fabrics 
 
The raw materials used in this cluster are K. Tussar silk, Local Tussar silk, by products of 
Tussar Silk like Ghicha, Noil, etc, Mulberry silk, and Chinese silk.  The raw materials 
like synthetic staple, viscose, cotton are also being used by the weavers. 
 
 Collection of Cocoons, Processing of Cocoons, Spinning of silk yarn:  
Bhandara district is popular for Tussar Cocoon cultivation. The region has a potential of 
producing 2.84 crore number of Cocoons, and at present is producing around 60% of 
potential. The extinguishing multi-voiltaine Bhandara variety Tussar Cocoons are very 
unique in their characteristics. The Daba TV Variety of Tussar seed was introduced by 
CSB as a potential alternative to the declining cultivation of the local variety. Tussar 
rearing is in three crops, the third one is commercial and the first two are the seed crops. 
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The Cocoons of the third crop are collected from the forest. The yarn reeled from the 
local Tussar Cocoons is used as weft yarns, whereas for the warp, K. Tussar is purchased 
from Champa / Bhagalpur. During the Tussar reeling process, several by products like, 
Yarn, Gicha Noil etc are obtained.  
 
Cocoons are preserved and stored by traditional methods. 
 
 Stifling: Stifling is the process of choking fresh cocoons and to prevent the 

emergence of moth in the form of butterfly by killing the pupae inside and also to 
ensure proper preservation of cocoons by eliminating the cocoon moisture and 
making the cocoons suitable for unwinding. Cocoons are preserved and stored by 
traditional methods i.e. Sun-drying. 

 Sun drying: The cocoons are dried under moderate sunlight. The samples of the lot 
are tested for diseases and other impurities. Cocoons for boiling process are sorted on 
the basis of built, colour, size, compactness, weight etc. This restricts the causes of 
fungus attack and enhances the reeling efficiency. 
 
Cocoons are spread on floor in heated sun light for about a week days till the pupae 
are killed and cocoons are completely dried.   It is simple, economical & requires no 
initial investment. It requires labour, space and prolonged exposure to sunlight. Sun 
drying is necessary after stifling for proper preservation of cocoons. 

 Tussar Reeling: The process of extraction of Tussar silk yarn from the cocoon is 
termed as Reeling. Firstly the cocoons are sorted and selected, there after are wetted 
lightly with water and then these cocoons (100 to 125 no.) are tied in a cloth and the 
lot is placed on a highly raised platform in a manual boiler. Sodium Hydroxide is 
added to the water in the boiler and the same is boiled through firewood. 
 
The cocoons which are placed on raised platform partitioned with grass material are 
exposed to the water vapor for a period of two hours. This softens the cocoons and 
the pupae inside if alive dies and gets hard. The cocoons are taken out and the reeling 
of the Tussar Yarn begins, by coupling/ multiplying the five filaments coming out 
form the five different cocoons. The process is done on the reeling machines and the 
yarn is rolled onto the bobbin. At the end of the reeling waste of cocoons, cut yarn 
and the residues remain and these are also spun in different yarns. 

 Tussar waste spinning: The waste silk is thoroughly cleaned and spun into yarns. 
Spun silk is produced from waste with long staples, which gives yarn its 
characteristics brilliance. Short-stapled from waste from the comber noil is used for 
spinning noil or blended yarns. These yarns are coarse and lack the characteristic 
brilliance. The Tussar silk wastes used for spinning come mainly in the following 
forms: 

 Reeling waste: In the course of reeling the reelable filaments are converted into 
waste in finding out true ends from cocoons after breakage. It can be spun by hand or 
on a Charkha. The innermost layer of cooked Tussar cocoon is not reel able. This also 
forms a part of poor type of reeling waste which can be converted to spun yarn. 

 Katia yarn: Katia yarn is obtained from the Tussar silk waste left after reeling, 
including floss. It is normally spun on charkhas or spinning wheels with a count of 
15s to 30s. The yarn is given sufficient twist and is strong enough to be suitably used 
for warp. Katia yarn is mainly used for the production of wrappers and other thicker 
varieties of dress material. 

 Ghicha yarn: This is obtained mostly from pierced, cut, flimsy, insect damaged and 
double cocoons. The cooking process for the production of ghicha yarn is the same as 
for the reeled yarn produced from good cocoons. Cooked Tussar cocoons which are 
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unreelable owing to opening of the peduncle end or a hard shell are also used to 
produce the hand-drawn coarse yarn called ‘Ghicha’. Here a bunch of thread is pulled 
out by hand from one or two cocoons at a time and reeled on an earthen pot. This 
gives a coarse variety of untwisted thread of 4s to 6s. Finer Ghicha as high as 30s can 
also be spun. Ghicha yarn is used as weft for the production of various union fabrics 
in combination with reeled silk or Katia or even with cotton. 

 Balkal or Pedunkal Yarn: Balkal or Pedunkal is a thick coarse yarn spun from 
Tussar peduncles. The peduncles prior to spinning are subjected to cooking and 
opening operations. Peduncles are boiled in soap and soda solution followed by 
steaming. After washing and drying, they are beaten-up for opening and subsequently 
carded and finally spun into thick yarn upto about 10s by either a spinning wheel or 
Ambar charkha. The degumming loss of the peduncles of different races of Tussar 
cocoons is shown in Balkal yarn is normally used as weft in combination with reeled 
silk for the production of union fabrics. 

 Jhari yarn:  This yarn is spun from unclean and unopened Tussar waste. 
 Mill Spun yarn: Tussar waste material contains a considerable amount of gummy 

materials which hinder the subsequent mechanical processing in a spun silk mill.  
Tussar silk waste is degummed by boiling in a pressurized tank with soap and soda 
for 30 min and treated with sodium sulphite for partial bleaching. However, to 
remove gummy matter completely, the material is subsequently kept in a soap and 
soda solution in a large wooden tank for 3-4 days. After degumming the material is 
put in fresh water, hydro extracted and subsequently dried in hot air chambers. The 
degummed Tussar waste is then processed through a series of operations which 
includes opening, filling, dressing or combing, spreading, drawing, gill roving, 
spinning and gassing. Mill spun Tussar yarn in the range of 60-210s (metric count) 
can be produced. The yarn is then doubled and twisted according to the required 
specifications. 
 

 Pre Weaving Process: The main activities in the pre weaving stage are 
Preparation of Warp beam & Weft pirns.   
 

 Weft Pirns: The reeled yarn on Bobbins is taken on to the Charka and from Charkha 
the same yarn is again rolled onto the Pirn which is used as the weft yarn for weaving 
the products. This process is done to ensure the evenness of the yarn. Three Separate 
pirns are prepared, two for the side borders and one for the body. The body pirn is of 
the Tussar Silk, while the border pirn is of Dyed Cotton yarns.   

 Sectional warping: The sized yarn of predetermined length is wound on warpers 
bobbin and mounted on warpers creel. The number of warping bobbins spends on the 
number of ends per section. Later the threads are collected and passed through leasing 
dent and condensing dent making a section to be wound on weavers beam. After a 
required length of the section is wound, a number of such sections are wound on the 
beam depending on the total number of ends required in the width of fabric to be 
produced. 
 
Thereafter drawing and drafting through healds and reed is done. The drafted beam is 
then taken on the handloom for weaving. The entire process in weaving such as 
shading, picking, beating, taking up etc. are done manually by the weavers. The warp 
length varies from product to product, but generally, a 40 meter warp is prepared by 
rotating the drum. Generally at Bhandhara, the sectional warping is practiced by very 
few weavers. Most of the weavers are purchasing the ready made Warps of 40 meters 
from Champa & Bhandara.    
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 Loom Setting: The warp beam is set on to the loom and the warp beam yarns, are 
joined one by one with the help of the balance yarns left out of the last weave, from 
the reed, with the help of local gum followed by twisting 
 
The Procurement of raw material 
The following raw material is required:  
 

 Silk Yarn:  The Tussar Silk yarn is used for this product. The warp Yarns are 
sourced from Bhaga;pur / Champa, whereas for the weft yarns the local variety of 
Tussar is used.  The local Tussar variety is short stapled and low twist yarn, hence is 
amicable to use in weft only, after twisting & doubling. The Tussar Yarn, Ghicha, 
Katia and the Pendekal yarn used in the weft is reeled locally. The warp yarns are 
basically single ply yarn of 35-38 Deniers, whereas the weft yarns are either 2ply or 
3ply of 66-72 Deniers. Most of the weavers, traders, master weavers, primary co-
operative societies, and also the weavers source the ready made warp from 
Champa/Bhandara, which is readily set on to the looms by joining the warp yarns 
with the left out yarns on the loom. The other material used in the border is the dyed 
mercerised Cotton yarn of 2/80s count. These are directly sourced by every one from 
the traders of Nagpur.   

 Colours: The modern chemical dyes [colours] are purchased from Mumbai by the 
dyers directly. There is only one commercial dye house at Andhalgaon performing 
the fabric dying activities for dress material and for shirting, apart from calendaring 
the sarees. The acid dyes are in use for dying of the Tussar Silk fabrics 

 Technique of Karvathi Weaving: The crafts were mostly hereditary. The qualities 
required of a true artisan were apprenticeship, devotion to duty and co-operative 
efforts. The knowledge is imparted from father to son and the business too passed 
from father to son. The process of weaving may be divided into few separate but 
interdependent stages such as 
  
1) Sorting of silk,  
2) Winding of weft on cones and joining warp, and,  
3) Actual weaving and designing.  

 
 Sorting of Silk: Silk used for weft is sourced locally and that of warp is procured 

from Bhandara / Champa.  For the purpose of weaving two types of silk is required 
the Warp [taana] and Weft [baana]. In local language warp is known as taana and 
weft is known as baana and the process of weaving is a combination of taana and 
baana. Warp [taana] acts as foundation for further processes of weaving and 
designing.  
 
On sorting of silk thread, taana thread is given for winding. Winding is done on small 
instrument which in local language called as RAITA which is prepared from bamboo 
splits just like a conical reel. Now new machine is developed for winding of silk 
thread which is called as reeling machine. With the help of this machine silk winding 
is done on small cones. Then these reels/cones are used for warping of silk. Manually 
warping is done on a warping frame which is known as RAITI in local language. This 
frame has 25 pegs having small cross sticks. The pegs are fixed one below another. 
This frame is of 8 feet length and 6 feet in height.  Now this frame is generally used 
for making only warps for border. Now warp machine is used for this purpose. This 
machine comprises an octagonal metal cylindrical frame that revolves vertically on 
the machine axis and a metallic rack on which the thread rolls are kept. The threads 
from these rolls pass through hooks fixed on the rack on to a double metallic frame 
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that moves up and down with the motion of the machine and are wound on the 
cylinder in a crisscross manner that facilitates the detection of breach in the thread/ If 
one exists anywhere this process starts from one end of the cylinder and goes on till 
the whole of the cylinder is covered with the thread. Using this machine the weaver 
converts the raw silk into single [known as Ektari] or double fold [known as dountari] 
as per requirement. Once this process is over it is converted in bundles. Weft has no 
process. It is only sorted from warp thread. 
 

 Winding: The yarn is normally received by the weavers in the form of bundles. Both 
in the case of warp and weft, Weft is freed and taken directly on warp beam.  Its lese 
is freed.  Lese of previous warp is also tightened with help of lese rods. Then new 
warp is joined to previous warp with gum. Weft of body, border,  and selvage are all 
separate. Though they are separate they are joined in one stage and there is a 
combination of body, border, and selvage. Then warp of all these are spread through 
rest beam to cloth beam. Now warp is ready for weaving. Weft thread is winded on 
cones called RAITA with help of three wooden rods fixed in stones as shown in 
picture.  Now in new era a machine is prepared for winding of weft. In this machine 
motor is used in place of wooden rods, stones and asaari. See picture.  And weft is 
winded on cones. Then this silk thread is again taken/ winded on bobbins with help of 
charka as shown in the picture pasted here. This work is generally done by ladies. 
  

 Weaving:-  
 
The Local Loom Vocabulary & Terminology 
  
1. Mangtha:  The Handloom. 
2. Pinda/Kakda:  The stick on which the warp yarn is rolled over. 
3. Wajan:   Weight attached over Kakda / Pinda for stress.  
4. Phirke:   Bobbin ensuring the motion of weft yarns.  
5. Khilapatti:  For division of the Warp yarn 
6. Khoot:   The root foundation of the Loom 
7. Rool:   For Shifting of yarn 
8. Sitadi:   Bamboo stick for Lees formation 
9. Bai:   For design formation 
10. Baibat:   Heald for lifting of yarn. 
11. Taat:   Reed for weaving & Weeting of Cloth. 
12. Thoon:   The cloth roller 
13. Payasara:  It is in the pit and is used to lift the heald. 
14. Peldanda:  It is in the pit and is operated with leg for formation of  

shade. 
15. Pavadi/Payachada: To operate the alternate baibhat (Heald). 
16. Pinjara:  Dobby, used for design in the borders 
17. Chain:   To operate the dobby 
18. Khoot:   For forming the design in the chain.  
19. Shuttle:  Nari 
20. Kansari:  For stretching the fabric to maintain the width. 
21. Nachni:  The hanging ropes, to operate the heald to dobby for 

forming design as well as shade.   
22. Bai –Machhi:  As the hooks of the dobby move the yarn are moved up  

down to form design in the border. 
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Loom: 
The loom is simple and consists of a traditional wooden frame with some minor 
accessories such as cloth beam, slay,  reed cap, reed rest beam, warping beam, lease rods, 
paddles. In some looms dobby is used for the purpose of border design. Cloth beam or in 
local language it is known as THOOL enables the weavers when the work is in progress, 
the cloth is slowly rolled on this beam. The reed cap or HATHIA is filed to slay which is 
used for beating. Comb is fitted in between slay and reed cap. Through this comb silk 
threads of warp are woven. In these days steel comb is generally used. With the help of 
rest beam warp is spread on loom. While warp is rolled on warp beam. Harness cords are 
used for warp threads for designing border and butta.  Dobby is used in making border 
design of Karvath sari. Tillies are used for designing pallo and for making buttas on body 
of the cloth. 
  
Tradles are the footboards [paddles] by which the weaver raises or lowers the threads of 
the warp which is called as shade. The threads are usually numbered and are connected 
by cords with the upper portion of the needles. The needles are two frames ,hanging from 
the roof across the warp and composed in each case of two rods, one above and one 
below, connected by loops of threads.  The needles guide the upper and lower threads of 
the warp. As the threads are moved, the needles move their respective warp threads, up 
and down, while between each movement shuttle goes across the warp. The crossbar is 
fixed to the ground on two pegs and used for raising the warp. 
 
The warping beam is a wooden beam on which the warp is fastened. A stout card is 
fastened to the middle of this beam. 
 
There are two types of looms. 
 
a) Pit Loom: These are the ancestral type of loom. Since forefathers of the weavers 

these looms are used. This loom is installed on pit with wooden rods about 3 feet 
deep. The waver has to sit on wall of pit, with his legs inside. The looms are 
permanently installed in these pits and cannot be moved from their place. Weaving 
done on this loom is done in two types i.e. fly shuttle weaving, or throw shuttle 
weaving.  Weaver opinion is about the loom is good. They say that as these looms are 
installed in pit they have good foundation and sitting on wall is comfortable. Hence 
till now people are using these types of looms. Karvath kati Sarees are weaved on the 
pit looms. 
 

b) Frame Looms: These looms are the newer ones, with lightweight metal frames that 
constitute the main body of steel. They are introduced hardly seven to eight years ago. 
These looms have given superior performance, but still these looms are preferred by 
few weavers. Frame is preferred to weave Dress material and the shirting for high 
productivity.  
 

 Designing or Interlocking: The designs seem to have been drawn from the flora and 
fauna found around Vidharbha region and also from the Ramtek temple motifs.  The 
motifs such as flowers, animals, birds and mythological figures are also incorporated 
in the body of the fabric. The Bhandara weavers are most famous for their ‘Karvath 
(Jaws of Hexa Blade) pattern. 

 
Karvath weaving is three shuttle weaving: 
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 Throw shuttle weaving: Throw shuttle weaving using three shuttles is practised. In 
this type one shuttle is used for body while two shuttles are used for border at both 
the sides. Shuttle boxes are not used as shuttle is not flied. In this process thread of 
border is interlocked with thread of body. 

 Borders:- The designing of border is done with the help of dobby. The general 
motives used are floral and temple motifs, but of very small size in two to three rows 
separated with clearly distinguishable Partition lines of dominant colour yarns.  
Actual weaving of sari is of 6.5 metres and pallu is of 0.75 to 1 metre and a blouse 
piece of 0.80 - 0.85 metres.  

 Karvath Pattern:- The karvath pattern, i.e. the saw of hexagonal blade pattern is 
seen adjacent to the borders, towards the body on both the sides. The mechanism of 
obtaining this pattern is based on the movement of the border weft shuttle, from one 
body warp yarn by interlocking with the body weft yarns. In the next throw, he does 
the same through the two body warp yarns, and in the same way, increases the 
number say till 20 and then in the next throws, decreases the number of warp yarns 
for interlocks, till one. This throwing pattern of the weft shuttle creates one single 
pattern and the same is repeated again, for attaining the pattern through out the saree. 
The pattern size varies from weaver to weaver. Some make small pattern, while the 
others weave medium to big sizes. A big design can be obtained by interlocking of 
more number of the body warp yarns with the border weft moving bobbins. Generally 
a medium size pattern is obtained by interlocking of 20 body warp yarns with the 
body weft yarns.  

 Pallu:- Weaving of pallu in both the sides of the sari is done with interlocking 
threads.  For designing of pallu jacquard or any other machine is not used. It is totally 
manual working.  Three types of Pallus are popular, namely the Jala pallu with very 
heavy hand work, followed by the Devdi with medium level of Handwork and finally 
the Tekri which has the least handwork and minimal designs.   The Jala Pallu, which 
is very – very complex, which needs the handling of 6-8 throw shuttles for different 
colours and designs.  The design is spread all over the Pallu and has an elegant look, 
which can be weaved only by the very highly skilled and artistic weavers having good 
imagination. The  Devdi Pallu sarees have some what moderate handwork, with 
mainly temple motifs. In this type of Pallu, some of the motifs are woven while others 
are by needle work. In the Tekri Pallu sarees the traditional floral and geometric 
motifs are embedded in four to five vertical columns.  Jala Pallu sarees are very costly 
and the Devdi Pallu sarees are the cheapest ones. 

 Body: - The body of the Karvath Kati saree is mostly plain. Some weavers carry out 
some small buta work with hand needle.     
 
Once a sari is completed, it is taken off from the loom and sent for cutting. 
 

 Dyeing, Finishing & Printing:- Generally yarn dyeing is the most popular activity in 
Handloom clusters. At this cluster, dyeing activities are carried out at fabric stage. 
This process is carried out only for few fabrics, as most of the sarees, fabrics are sold 
in the natural Tussar color. However, some of the fabrics, namely Dress Material, 
Shirting are sent to Dyeing unit for colouring. 
 
Similarly the value addition exercise for some of the Tussar sarees is carried out by 
dyeing and printing. Value addition at the fabric stage is one of the unique aspects of 
this cluster. Most of the high end products are sent to Bagru in Rajasthan and 
Mallickpara in West Bengal for the Dyeing & Printing. 
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For carrying out dyeing activities, one dyeing unit exist at Vill: Andhalgaon, Tahsil: 
Mohadi. Two small scale printing units have established their domestic set up to carry 
out the printing activities mainly on the sarees and dress materials. 
 

 Dyeing:- The Tussar Dress material, shirting are basically dyed at the Andhalgaon 
Dyeing unit.  Fabric from the loom is initially bleached with Hydrogen Peroxide, 
Caustic soda & Dichloromethane. Later  it is  washed in clean water. The dye solution 
is prepared in hot water and basically Acid dyes are used for colouring. The fabric is 
shifted into hand operated Jigger consisting of the dye solution, where it is thoroughly 
rotated followed by the acetic acid treatment. This is followed by washing with cold 
water to ensure the proper fixation of dye. After washing gum is added to the fabric 
and then the same is dried. After drying the same is slightly wetted with water, for 
softening and then the fabric is processed for finishing. 
 

 Finishing: Finishing is a process carried out to the Dyed and as well as un-dyed 
natural Tussar fabrics.  It is generally conducted by two techniques to improve the 
cover, feel, luster and look of the fabric. These are basically:-  
 
 Kundi finish i.e. Beating with wooden hammer 
 Calender finish: Machine finish 

 
 Kundi Finish: Kundi finish is a special and unparallel human skill found in the 

Bhandara region which is very much suited for the Tussar yarn. It is primarily done in 
all export varieties of Tussar fabrics manufactured for domestic and international 
market. This is an indigenous practice of finishing of Tussar silk fabrics. The Fabric 
is washed well in cold water and then it is treated into the finishing bath. 
 
After treating the Tussar silk material in the above bath at room temperature it is 
dried, after which the silk is moistened by sprinkling and then quantity of cloth pieces 
about 10 numbers of sarees are folded in a packet form and wrapped in a thick cotton 
cloth. The bundle is then placed on a wooden block and vigorously beaten by two 
persons from two sides with the help of hammer for about 15-20 min. This is 
basically carried out for getting evenness in the fabric. 

 
 Calender finish: This finish consists of above recipe after which the fabric is passed 

through the electric heated calendars at a slow speed. After this the fabric is folded 
properly and packed. The main aim pursed in silk finishing is to obtain the properties, 
i.e. luster, handle drapability etc. 
 

 Printing: The High end products are printed at Bagru, Rajastahan and in West 
Bengal. Two locals trained at Bagru have recently started local printing operations at 
Andhalgoan. The blocks are sourced from Bagru. The dyes used for printing are acid, 
metal complex acid or direct dyes. The printing pastes are stored in special wooden 
containers. Printing is done on a heavy table. After printing, the fabrics are dried, 
steamed, and wrapped in unbleached cotton. 
 

 Direct Printing:  For printing of Tussar by direct style, acid metal-complex, direct 
and reactive dyes are normally used.  
 
Printing may be carried out by screen or block printing method. In case of block 
printing the thickener used is gum Arabic. The printed fabric is dried under mild 
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conditions to retain a good printed mark and prevent the goods from marking off 
during subsequent process. 
 

 Ironing: Finally the finished product goes for ironing and packaging. The similar 
method is also followed for producing other silk varieties. 

 
J) Uniqueness 

 
The uniqueness of the product is by virtue of  
 the Raw Material, i.e. Bhandara Tussar Silk 
 the Saw Edge Motifs adjacent to Borders 
 the Process of Weaving.  
 the Designs 

 
 Raw Material Uniqueness:  

For weaving the Karvat Kati saree, K. Tussar is used in the warp and in the weft, the 
local variety, i.e. Bhandara Tussar silk is used. The local variety of Tussar, is very 
popular for the following:-  
 
a. High Silk % 
b. Low Breakages 
c. Less Wastage 
d. Light Weight 
e. Superior Look 
f. Durability 
g. Original Golden colour 
h. Shine & Brightness: More the washes, more is the Shining & Brightness 
i. The original Bhandara Tussar Silk is Multi- Voltaire, whereas the others are multi 

Tri – Voltaire. 
The above characteristics are due to the local geographic factor, namely the climatic 
conditions and also the high nutritious value of the leaves of the Ain  trees on which 
the reeling  of the cocoons takes place. 
 

 Saw Edge Motifs: -  
The Vidharbha region of Maharashtra is the originating place of Karvat Kati (saw-
edged) saree so named after the border design which resembles saw teeth. The design 
resembling saw teeth is weaved on body part of the saree at both the sides adjacent to 
the border.  Every karvath kati design saree will have this pattern of design on both 
the sides. 

 
 Designs:-  

Most of the designs in the saree border are by virtue of the Dobby mechanism and the 
root origin of most of the designs are the sculptures seen at the famous Ramtek 
temple, which is near to this place. The uniqueness in designs are, firstly their 
nomenclature / description to each and every part of the design, the colour 
combinations, the size & shape of the designs.  The design description of Panckha 
Design in the local vocabulary is as under:- 
 
Doon (Border Black Line), Korna (Adjacent Yellow Line to Border Black line), 
Belkannath (Design), Korna (Adjacent Yellow Line), Pankha kinar (main design), 
Korna (Adjacent  Yellow Line), Bellannath (Design), Ornamentation in Black line, 
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Korna ( Adjacent Yellow Line, Half Bugudi (Design), Korna (Adjacent Yellow Line), 
Gul with one yellow & Black lines adjacent to each other. 
 
The local names of the different designs that are used in the dobby border are:- 
 
 Rui Phool 
 Karan Phool 
 Dholak kinar 
 Jali kinar 
 Jai Phool 
 Weet Phool 
 Bel Kannat 

 Thikri  
 Devri 
 Katari 
 Lahari 
 Mor 
 Ambapatti 

 
 Process of Weaving:-  

Saw teeth design adjacent to the dobby border comes out of the excellent artistic 
weaving skills of  weaver, in interlacing the border weft yarns with the body weft 
yarns, by penetrating the shuttles through a bunch of warp yarns in a decreasing 
trends. This is done on by using three throw shuttles, two for the borders, and one for 
the body, on pit looms. 

 
K) Inspection Body 

 
1) The Department of Powerloom, Handloom & Textiles, Government of 

Maharashtra,  
1) Weavers Service Centre, Nagpur, Development Commissioner (Handlooms), 

Govt of India. 
2) Maharashtra Handloom Development Corporation, Nagpur 
3) Besides the master artisans of the product have their own method of quality 

control. During the process of production like dyeing, winding & warping, 
creation of motifs, weaving, etc., the master weavers use to inspect the different 
predetermined parameters and quality before permitting final/finishing stage of 
production. However, providing the specification of the quality inspection of the 
master artisans is difficult as it varies from one master weaver to other. 

4) At present, the Textiles Committee, a statutory body under the Ministry of 
Textiles, Government of India, which is known all over country for quality 
inspection and testing of different textiles and clothing products is also actively 
participating in educating the weavers and other stakeholders about the quality 
control and its importance, marketing strategies, brand building of the product, 
and other development activities relating to the stakeholders of Karvath Kati 
Sarees & Fabrics. 
 
Even the traders involved in the marketing of the unique product are also 
specifying specific quality while placing orders to the manufacturers on the basis 
of demand patterns in the market and subsequently inspect the various stages of 
production & final product before procurement.  

 
L) Others 

 
The Karvath Kati Sarees & Fabrics is socio-culturally associated with the people of 
Maharashtra due to its confluence with the culture of the people. The Karvath kati Saree 
is traditionally a part of the ritual functions of every Vidharbha bride. It is an auspicious 
wear for various religious occasions. 
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) 
Rules, 2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 91 dated 23rd November, 2016 

 
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 537 

Application Date: 28-12-2015 
 

Application is made by Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), Ministry of Textiles, 
Government of India, West Block No.7, R.K. Puram, New Delhi, India for Registration in 
Part A of the Register of Applique (Khatwa) Work of Bihar (Logo) under Application No: 
537 in respect of Textile & Textile goods not classified elsewhere & Embroidery Work 
falling in Class – 24 & 26 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 
13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999. 
 
A) Name of the Applicant : Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), 

     Ministry of Textiles, Government of India 
 

B) Address   : Development Commissioner (Handicrafts),  
Ministry of Textiles, Government of India, West 
Block No.7, R.K. Puram, New Delhi, India  

 
C) Types of Goods  : Class 24 – Textile & Textile goods not  

     classified elsewhere  
Class 26 – Embroidery Work 

 
D) Specification: 

 
The Khatwa craftswomen also have used hand woven silk and naturally dyed cloth. 
The two principal items of this craft continue to be used today as modern utility items 
such as cushion covers, curtains, tea cozies, table-cloths, curtains, blouse pieces and 
sari borders. The canopies are made of thick background materials, usually red or 
orange, appliquéd with geometric patterns cut from thin white cloth. The walls of the 
tents bear designs of flowers, birds and trees. The vibrant colors used in the appliqué 
reflect the joyous mood of the revelers. Some of the common range of goods 
produced can be categorized in two product classes i.e., Home furnishing & Apparel. 
 
 Products name:  

 
Traditional umbrellas, canopies, fans, saris, cholis, household linen, tents and 
pavilions, beach and garden umbrellas, lamp shades , small , shoulder bags, wall 
hangings, bed covers, pillow covers, letter pouches, Shamiana, cushion-cover, 
curtains, tea cosies, table cloths, blouse pieces, sari and saree borders, ladies suit etc. 
 
Using the local skill of women, numerous organisations are active in churning out 
some stunning creations. Today these women are creating their own pieces for the 
market. These include stoles, cushion covers, quilts, scarves, fabrics, kurtas… Their 
earliest of creations were of course quilts for the domestic market but seeing the 
demand, their repertoire has increased. Frequent trips to Dastkar and Dastkari Haat 
Samiti’s exhibitions have exposed them to nuances for the market. It also helped them 
touch base with designers and boutique owners. 
  
The cost of the work varies depending on the cloth and intricacy of the design. 
Usually a single woman works on the entire design. Too many hands result in the 
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stitches being uneven and the change of workmanship shows. New motifs are added 
or little variations in existing motifs take place. There is much play around with 
stitches.  
 
Chippi work and patchwork is combined with lines embroidered using ulti bhakaya or 
back stitch and stem stitch. 
 
Earlier the fabric hand-woven, but today we buy it from the market. Today most of 
the fabrics are sourced from the market and khadi shops run by the government. So 
tussar silk, matka silk and pure cotton khadi are procured locally, as also the threads 
for embroidery when required.” Similarly, khatwa appliqué has been used on sarees 
especially vividly on the pallau and border. The same is also done on the kurta, 
salwar, churidaar and odhni ensemble, which are a huge hit in the markets of Chennai 
 
The method of khatwa weaving is simple. The design is imprinted or drawn free hand. 
scenes from mahabharata and those depicting lord buddha’s life are drawn with chalk. 
The appliqué is then done on this. Tiny bits of cloth are cut in interesting patterns and 
appliquéd by hand on to the base cloth." 
 
 Tradition meets Trend: 

 
Unlike other craft techniques which have been taken to exalted heights by designers 
and used by them regularly, khatwa is yet to catch on in such a frenzied manner. But 
the transformation has certainly begun, and the art is getting noticed by designers and 
finding place in their work. 
 
Most designers give their own motifs and patterns, which are then made by the 
women. Various trusts and bodies exist to execute such work. The production in most 
work being outsourced through self-help groups or implementing agencies. 
 
Khatwa is just beginning to be noticed. It has started making its place in designer 
work and certainly has a promising future. In time, with more design intervention and 
market related products, khatwa will truly come into its own. 
 

E) Name of the Geographical Indication:  
 

APPLIQUE (KHATWA) WORK OF BIHAR (LOGO) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
F) Description of the Goods: 

 
Khatwa is the name given to applique works in Bihar. Khatwa is about designing by 
cutting one fabric and stitching the pieces to another fabric. Khatwa is mainly used to 
create designer tents, canopies, shamianas and the like.  
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Making of such tents involves work by both men and women. While cutting of clothes 
is done by men, women use their expertise in stitching part. Khatwa is also used in 
designing women garments. This is where the real talent of Bihar people is seen. The 
designs created are more sharp, intricate and highly appealing. Most of the garment 
shops sell these highly artistic clothes. 
 
It is the traditional appliqué work of Bihar. It is amongst the lesser known needlecraft 
technique from Bihar, which, since olden times, was a home skill known to all 
women. Nothing is really known about its origin, but the skill finds reference in 
textile crafts as an art form for both commercial as well as personal use. There are 
also other references that fine khatwa work was done for Mughal rulers and nobility 
and that it enjoyed royal patronage. What can be pieced together is that figures were 
cut out of thin cloth and stitched by hand on to a base. Cutwork appliqué was 
followed for canopies and for kanats which were essentially tent walls. Both were 
decorated in a similar manner. The intricate work would be lifelike and rulers would 
use it to recreate a royal ambience during their sojourns for hunts and recreation. 
 
The cutting was a male preserve while the dexterous stitching by hand, the more 
laborious task was left to the women. The women also decorated their garments with 
pleasant motifs. These were in bright colours of orange, red, yellow and so on. It also 
came in handy to hide a tear as appliqué together with sujuni embroidery was done by 
nearly all women in rural Bihar. This provided inspiration for using the domestic 
skills to fashion contemporary marketable products, which would open up income 
earning prospects. 
 
The cutting was a male preserve while the dexterous stitching by hand, the more 
laborious task was left to the women. The women also decorated their garments with 
pleasant motifs. These were in bright colours of orange, red, yellow and so on. It also 
came in handy to hide a tear as appliqué together with sujuni embroidery was done by 
nearly all women in rural Bihar. This provided inspiration for using the domestic 
skills to fashion contemporary marketable products, which would open up income 
earning prospects. 
 
The method of khatwa weaving is simple and done by the women during their spare 
time. The design is imprinted or drawn free hand. Scenes from Mahabharata and those 
depicting Lord Buddha’s life are drawn with chalk. The appliqué is then done on this. 
Tiny bits of cloth are cut in interesting patterns and appliquéd by hand on to the base 
cloth. The women use a wide range of fabrics for the base cloth - right from tussar 
silk, matka silk, pure silk and cotton to khaddar. 
 
The thumb rule for appliqué is that the fabric used for the base and appliqué are the 
same. A silk kurta will have appliqué done using silk pieces and cotton base will use 
cotton cloth for appliqué. Once the pattern is appliquéd using tiny hemming stitches, 
the embroidery is done. The embroidery adds that extra touch to the piece. A 
woman’s figure uses appliqué only for the body; the hands, legs, face, eyes etc are all 
embroidered. The women use back stitch to decorate the appliqué. At times simple 
running or uncounted cross stitch, which adds to the colour of the images are also 
used. The embroidery brings the pieces to life. The figures come alive as little 
nuances are embroidered. An elephant is embroidered in white stitches at strategic 
places, a bird’s wings just touched on the outline with colour or a woman’s bun is 
embroidered in black with a huge bindi on her forehead. 
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"The appliqué tradition of earlier times that contained village scenes, children flying 
kites, flowers, birds and animals, have today been converted into a picturesque form 
of telling stories. The women use a combination of quilting, appliqué and embroidery 
techniques - all by hand without any machines." 
 
The appliqué may be a take-off from the old craft, but it has been changed beyond 
recognition. What stands out is the skill and ability to use this humble technique of 
hand appliqué, to fashion some eye-catching items. The appliqué tradition of earlier 
times that contained village scenes, children flying kites, flowers, birds and animals, 
has today been converted into a picturesque form of telling stories. The women use a 
combination of quilting, appliqué and embroidery techniques - all by hand without 
any machines. The motifs have a childlike quality to them. The edgings are hand cut 
and stitched with tiny hemming stitch, which is how the designs are appliquéd. What 
is astounding is how appliqué is combined with embroidery to create a new effect on 
the fabric. 
 

G) Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 
 
The craft form is practised in Sitamari and Madhubani district of Bihar. 
 
Madhubani: Madhubani is located between 85º- 43' to 86º-42' north latitude and 
between 25º-59' to 26º-39' east longitude. Madhubani district occupies a total area of 
3501 sq. kms. The district of Madhubani was carved out of the old Darbhanga district 
in the year 1972 as a result of reorganisation of the districts in the State. This was 
formerly the northern subdivision of Darbhanga district. It consists of 21 
Development Blocks. Bounded on the north by a hill region of Nepal and extending to 
the border of its parent district Darbhanga in the south, Sitamarhi in the west and 
Supaul in the east, Madhubani fairly represent the centre of the territory once known 
as Mithila and the district has maintained a distinct individuality of its own. 
 
 
Sitamarhi: Sitamarhi is located between 260 12' 51'' to 260 49' 17'' north latitude and 
between 850 12' 0''   to 850 42' 48''east longitude. It covers a total area of 2294 Sq. 
Km. The district is bounded in the north by Nepal, in the south by Muzaffarpur, in the 
west by East Champaran and Sheohar and on the east by Darbhanga and Madhubani. 
 
The main production area of both the districts are: 
 

District Name Production area 
Sitamarhi Block & Village:  

Dumara, Runisaidpur, Chorout, Sursand, Pupari, Sonwarsa, 
Belsand, Persouni, Rega, Parihar etc. 

Madhubani Block: 
 Raj Nagar, Rahika, Jay Nagar etc. 

 
H) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 

 
Appliqué is a craft which was waste pieces of cloth as its raw material. Articles 
produced by this craft were used by kings and emperors and the nobility in the past as 
shamiana and chandowa. 
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The British High Commission and the Ford Foundation in Delhi were first to 
commission this craft in late 1970’s. They ordered a series of wall hanging depicting 
observations and reflections of the lives of the women. By tracing the history of these 
early works, it appears that foreigners were dictating the designs. So far, they were 
asking for images of happy villagers, male children, and the romantic pastorals of 
village life. These works and some of the current production are considered socially 
safe and highly decorative. 
 

I) Method of Production: 
 
The process of production starts with the procurement of raw materials for the market. 
The raw materials used in the process are Silk, Organdy Cloth, patches of coloured 
fabrics, pieces of coloured and patterned fabric cutted in different sizes and Synthetic 
and cotton coloured threads. The instruments used in the process are needle and  a 
pair of scissors. The procedures adopted can be summerised as follows: 
 
Cutting of Fabric: The most crucial stage of the appliqué making is cutting of fabric 
into different shapes. The cutting of fabric is undertaken in the following procedure. 
 
Folding of fabrics: As a first step the fabrics are folded into different shapes as per 
the pre-determined procedure, for making designs in the Canopies. The folding 
process is called Tikili and pania. For folding work, the fabrics are measured as per 
the requirement by the local artisans, who have specialization on the process. 
 
 The folded fabrics are cut into different motifs, the appliqué embroidery is only as 
good as the neatness with which the appliqué, or patch as it is commonly called, is cut 
and held in its place by embroidery stitches. Therefore, once sufficient care is taken in 
cutting the motifs, half the battle is won. There can be several methods of doing it. 
But the artisans generally use the following cutting method. 
 
Today this Appliqué work is done by women only their on personal garments or for 
commercial purpose. The colours range from scarlet, orange, and yellow, to pale 
green, mauve, and white. In garments like caps and blouses, embroidery is combined 
with appliqué. Most of the raw materials today are produced on cream markeen fabric 
and occasionally in other colored shades of casement fabric. Coloured handloom is 
used for saris, kurtas, and dupattas, and sometimes tussar silk is used in making stoles 
and jackets. They purchase locally available raw materials including the bulk purchase 
of the base fabric and the coloured cloth for patch work along with stitching threads. 
 
Tracing of design: First outline of the design is traced or drawn directly onto the 
cloth. Then the coloured cloth is also outlined and cut to the desired shape and size 
and stitched on the base cloth. Stories and compositions are prepared by the women 
who also choose their own colours and themes. Appliqué is also used to adorn 
women’s garments. The background color and the foreground appliqué motifs are 
cleverly arranged to give the design an entirely new dimension. 
 
Applique work: A master chart of the appliqué designs, called awalkhana, is 
prepared on the cloth before the work is executed. This design also helps new artisans 
to learn this traditional art form. They offer a unique glimpse of contemporary 
accomplishments of ordinary women with extraordinary visions of the world. 
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Applique, which is a French term, is a technique by which the decorative effect is 
obtained by superposing patches of coloured fabrics on a plain basic fabric. The edges 
of the patches being sewn in some form of stitch. It is distinct from patch work in 
which small pieces of cut fabrics are usually joined side by side to make a large piece 
of fabric or for repairing a damaged fabric. The basic material for applique is cloth. 
Flat motifs are first cut from cloth and specially prepared motifs are made separately. 
If more than one of the same cut motifs is required, than a stencil is used. These cut 
and specially prepared motifs are then superimposed on a base cloth in predetermined 
layout and sequence. The edges of the motifs are turned in and skillfully stitched on to 
the base cloth or stitched by embroidery or without turning as necessary. The 
specially prepared motifs may be coloured or white. Some of the specially prepared 
motifs have exclusive embroidery work and some have mirror work. The stitching 
process varies from item to item and come under six broad categories, namely, 
 
a) bakhia,  
b) taropa,  
c) ganthi,  
d) chikana,  
e) button-hole, and  
f) ruching. 
 
The layout of various motifs and patterns vary according to shape of the piece. The 
canopy has a large centre pieces which may be a square. This centre piece is then 
bounded by several borders of different widths, one outside the other, till the edge is 
reached. 
 
Generally two types of applique work is done by women in Bihar: 
 
1) The first type is prepared by them for their personal use and  
2) The second for commercial purposes. 

 
The latter is an interesting legacy of olden times when a variety of kanatas walled 
enclosure, samianas canopies and tents, with different types of brocades and patch-
work were prepared. The samianas made with applique work designs even today 
continue this age old tradition. The designs and motifs generally prepared on the 
kanatas the side wall of the samianas are freerer. These are cut out of a piece of the 
desired cloth and stitched on to the basic material with the help of a few rough 
stitches. Then the edges are turned quickly and motifs stitched on to the background 
in a beautiful cloth are generally manner. The background cloth is generally dark red 
or deep orange and the motifs are prepared in white with some portions in blue.The 
design of the samiana also is cut out of one piece of material which is usually the size 
of the background material. They carefully prepare and join both the pieces, and then 
nip and turn the cutout portions which are finally stitched with the original cloth. The 
men cut out the patterns to be stitched to samianas and kanatas and the women 
workers in the villages do the entire stitching. Applique is also done by women on 
their own garments. Here stylised motifs are cut and stitched on to a fabric so that the 
pattern emerges in two colours. Energy and passion seem to find expression through 
vibrant scarlets, oranges, yellows, and provide the key to the mood and the tempo. 
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J) Uniqueness: 
 
Traditionally this craft used waste pieces of cloth as its raw material and was usually 
done with white cloth on bright backgrounds like red or orange. The stitching in 
Khatwa cloth is a practical way of connecting three or four layers of cloth together. 
 
The simple utilitarian straight stitches along with patch clothes soon began to take on 
personal meaning as it evolved into images from the women’s lives. The balance 
between what stitches do-patch, repair, connect and hold layers together and what the 
stitches can become narrative elements is a key to understanding the artistic 
expression of the women in Bihar The women of the village encounter many new 
things in their life experience encounter many new things in their experience. The 
physical environment, whether rural or urban, profoundly affects the quality of their 
lives, so frequently a source of inspiration. The women draw and stitch images about 
these subjects through their own interpretations of the world.  
 
In the beginning khatwa was not actually an art form. In its crude form it was nothing 
more that a wrap consisting of old used cloth patches cut up and sewn into a single 
garment. The idea was to use up torn clothes and rags by sewing them together with 
close stitches for household purpose. However, it was the natural genius of the women 
who transformed the old patched-up clothes into wonderful creations of linear and 
coloured designs. Thus, the origin of khatwa was prompted by purely utilitarian 
motive and later the decorative element was superimposed on the basic utilitarian 
motive. 
 
 They began to make use of the pieces of clothes to give them a definite shape and 
stitched them to the old ragged portion of any cloth so that while its usability is 
ensured, it also appeals to the aesthetic senses of the onlooker. The designs that were 
seen most in the khatwa work of a decade or two back had motifs of “coiled flowers”, 
creepers and twines with flowers, motifs of animals predominantly elephants and 
birds. Almost all the designs of one category had striking resemblance with one 
another. 
 

K) Inspection Body: 
 
The inspection body consisting of the following have been constituted for maintaining 
the quality of the product 
 
• Officer In-charge, O/o the Development Commissioner (Handicraft), Patna. 
• Director (Market Research), Textiles Committee, Ministry of Textiles, Mumbai 
• Representative of Producers Associations,  
 

L) Others: 
 
The product bears generational legacy as the artisans learn the art of printing from 
their forefathers. People in some villages & around 1000 artisans of Bihar are 
involved only in art works and it is their main source of income. Since the same skills 
are passed down to generations, the expertise and innovations are immaculate. So 
when you are visiting Bihar, don't forget to buy yourself some great paintings and 
some exquisite clothes. 
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Note: 
 

"The GI Application Number 73 "Applique (Khatwa) Work of Bihar" & GI Application 
Number 537 "Applique (Khatwa) Work of Bihar (Logo)" have been registered separately, 
however, the applicant is at liberty to use the registration jointly and independently and that 
such use would also be a valid use under the Registration." 
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection) 
Rules, 2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 91 dated 23rd November, 2016 

 
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 539 

Application Date: 28-12-2015 
 

Application is made by Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), Ministry of Textiles, 
Government of India, West Block, No.8, R K Puram, New Delhi - 110066, India for 
Registration in Part A of the Register of Molela Clay Work (Logo) under Application No: 
539 in respect of Clay Idols falling in Class – 21 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-
section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) 
Act, 1999. 
 
A) Name of the Applicant : Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), 

     Ministry of Textiles, Government of India 
 

B) Address   : Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), 
     Ministry of Textiles, Government of India 

West Block, No.8, R K Puram, New Delhi - 
110066, India 
 

C) Types of Goods  : Class 21 – Clay Idols 
 

D) Specification: 
 
Every region in India has its own folklore and beliefs centered on the use of earth to 
create objects. The essence, however, remains the same - a potter's livelihood and tools 
and techniques are gifts from the God and ancestors. It was - and still is - the potter 
who is the repository of the oral tradition surrounding the trade. The myths have been 
passed on from one generation to the next, through stories narrated by the elders of the 
family. Some myths have been lost, several songs and stories forgotten. However, here 
we endeavour to recount a small portion of what remains. Legend has it that in the 
beginning of time when the epic churning of the ocean took place and the gods 
procured amrit or the divine nectar, they needed a vessel to keep it. So Visvakarma, 
the celestial artisan, crafted a pot. 
 
Molela village has emerged as a focal point of the art of making attractive votive, 
plaques or idols of gods with terracotta. While the early creations were originally 
standing idols of local deities and various Vishnu forms but today theses figures are 
often mounted on tiles or plaques and are hung from the walls of temples and homes. 
These votives can be multi-coloured or can have a terracotta hue, as can be seen in 
various temples in Rajasthan and Gujarat. While the potters of Molela are known for 
producing the religious votive style or idols, and also procure their livelihood from 
these, but now a days they also depict scenes that express what the artisan can see in 
his/her surroundings on plaques. Like most crafts, the traditional art form has been 
passed from generation to generation, through the sons of the family, evolving with 
each generation.  
 
The Molela craftsmen make votive plaques with images of male and female deities in 
anthropomorphic forms. Ancestors represented in the forms of snakes and local heroes 
from folk legends are produced for worship. An interesting form of the Gujar tribe’s 
popular God Deonarain, is created on a horse holding a bhala (spear) and a kamal 
(lotus). Another popular male deity is Bahiron whose icon is made up of 2 images- 
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kala bhairon and gora bhairon, the dark and the fair.The serpent God, Nagdev or 
Takhaji has been worshipped in India since ancient times. The Molela potter also 
makes figures relating to the Tantra cult, a cult which tried to unify the male- female 
polarities but which denigrated to magic and mysticism. The Molela potter also makes 
folk heroes and heroines of Rajasthan’s oral traditions such as the goddess sisters 
Lalbai and Phulbai and local heroes and heroines from folk legends dating back in 
time, who have now taken on divine powers and other forms. 
 

E) Name of the Geographical Indication:  
 

MOLELA CLAY WORK (LOGO) 
 

 
 
 
 

  
 

 
F) Description of the Goods: 

 
Clay is regarded as sacred, holding within it the power to create and destroy. It is a 
symbol of impermanence and change, of regeneration and renewal, created using the 
three elements: earth, fire and water. There are said to be over one million potters in 
India, producing a profusion of clay objects - using traditional techniques and shaping 
and decorating the objects according to the social, religious and utilitarian needs of the 
regions and consumers.  
 
Molela village has emerged as a focal point of the art of making attractive votive, 
plaques or idols of gods with terracotta. While the early creations were originally 
standing idols of local deities and various Vishnu forms but today theses figures are 
often mounted on tiles or plaques and are hung from the walls of temples and homes. 
These votives can be multi-coloured or can have a terracotta hue, as can be seen in 
various temples in Rajasthan and Gujarat. While the potters of Molela are known for 
producing the religious votive style or idols, and also procure their livelihood from 
these, but now a days they also depict scenes that express what the artisan can see in 
his/her surroundings on plaques. Like most crafts, the traditional art form has been 
passed from generation to generation, through the sons of the family, evolving with 
each generation.  
 
The Molela craftsmen make votive plaques with images of male and female deities in 
anthropomorphic forms. Ancestors represented in the forms of snakes and local heroes 
from folk legends are produced for worship. An interesting form of the Gujar tribe’s 
popular God Deonarain, is created on a horse holding a bhala (spear) and a kamal 
(lotus). Another popular male deity is Bahiron whose icon is made up of 2 images- 
kala bhairon and gora bhairon, the dark and the fair.The serpent God, Nagdev or 
Takhaji has been worshipped in India since ancient times. The Molela potter also 
makes figures relating to the Tantra cult, a cult which tried to unify the male- female 
polarities but which denigrated to magic and mysticism. The Molela potter also makes 
folk heroes and heroines of Rajasthan’s oral traditions such as the goddess sisters 
Lalbai and Phulbai, 
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What designs you can get? 
 Rajput heroes 
 Local deities 
 Daily household chores 
 Women empowerment 
 Natural objects like Sun 
 Various professions in countryside 
 Agricultural activities 
 War scenes 
 Mythological stories like Krishna carrying a mountain on his finger 
 You can get any size as per your requirement 
 
The spear holding brothers Bhunji and Mahenduji and Ratna Rabari. Images of both 
male and female deities are represented. They could take the form of Nagadev (snake 
form), Mother Goddess, Dharamraj, Devnarain, Ganesh, and local heroes and heroines 
from folk legends dating back in time, who have now taken on divine powers and 
other forms. 
 
Prominent Figurines (Idols) of Molela 
 
Deonarain: 
An interesting image of the gujar tribe's popular god, deonarain, is seated on a horse 
holding a bhala, spear, and kamal, lotus. He is attended by a nag, serpent, helds of 
cows, the sun and the man, a crocodile, a peacock and a gvala, cowherd. This deity is 
sometimes represented symbolically as a hand, hatha, curved like the hood of a cobra. 
 
Bhairon: 
Another popular male deity is bhairon whose icon is made up of two images- Kala 
Bhairon and Gora Bhairon, the dark and the fair. This quality indicates the deity's 
omnipotence and the encompassing of universal polarities. Bhairon, who bears a 
distinct resemblance to the god shiva, holds in the hands, a trishul, trident, garaja, 
thunderbolt, kapala, skill and pass, noise. His mount is a dog and his image is installed 
in every shrine with that of other gods and goddesses.Kala cunning and strong willed, 
is propitiated by the offering of liquor and animal sacrifice while. Gora, mild, 
compassionate and net valuable, is offered sweetmeats. 
 
Nagadev or Takhaji: 
The serpent god, Nagadev or Takhaji has been worshipped in India since ancient 
times. In the Mewar region it is believed that ancestors return to earth as snakes, thus 
making the worship of snake images very important. These images usually have a 
central figure flanked with several snake consorts, but these can be many local 
variations.  
 
The serpent god can be endowed with one, three, five, seven, nine or even twelve 
hoods, and is called by various names. It is believed that the serpent, traversing the 
earth like a river, represents the mysterious fertile powers of the earth. 
 
Mother Goddess: 
Terracotta images of the mother goddess are widely worshipped, depicting her in 
various incarnations. As Durga, she sits astride a lion, as Chamunda on an elephant. 
Icons of her mounted on a buffalo show her as Kalka, others as Amba, Aawanmata, 
Sadumata or Hedamata, each of these showing her holding a sword, a drum, a trident 
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and a khappar, bowl of blood, in her four hands. Teracotta images of the mother 
goddess depicted in various incarnations are widely worshipped by the Tribals. 
 
Tantra Cult: 
The Molela potters also make figures relating to the Tantra cult, a cult which tried to 
unify the male-female polarities but which degenerated into magic and mysticism. 
Though the demand for these idols is very limited, the craftsman is able to cater to it 
due to his innate skills. This versatility of the Molela craftsmen in the key to their 
survival. 
 
Folk Heroines and Heroes: 
There are many folk heroines and heroes immortalized in Rajasthan's oral traditions. 
Their stories continue to be sung by birds and performed by puppeteers. Over the 
generations, many of these have taken on a divine nature, as in Hinduism, with no 
concept of original sin; this process of deification was fairly widespread.  
 
These include the goddess sister Lalbai and Phulbai, the spear-holding brothers Bhunji 
and Mahenduji and Ratna Rabari. Each of these is produced by the Molela potter. 
 
Bhopa: 
Tribal men, Kala Bhopa, tribal men's priest. Bhopa means the priest of the tribal 
community and kala is black. It is customary to change the idols every three to five 
years. This is done by purchasing new idols because he is content and happy - a king 
of 'thank you' to the deity. 
 
Dharmaraja: 
Dharmaraja is shown riding the horse. The background is resplendent with interesting 
painted details-cow, dog, tiger and human figure, with his first hand folded in 
supplication. The plaque is painted in synthetic colours' red, blue, green, yellow, 
orange and pink. The majestic stance of the horse lends power to the idol.  
 
Ganagor: 
During the Ganagor festival is Rajasthan, terracotta figures of Ganagor, a form of 
Parvati, are worshipped along with Ishwar. Married women and young maidens, 
worship this figure for happiness in he marriage to come. Parvati, the ideal woman, is 
emulated by female devotees. Body and head, both are wheel- turned, the hands and 
facial features are well modeled, the face is round with large open eyes. It is painted in 
orange and blue and embellished with silver paper. 
 
Dhola Maru: 
Legends and local poetry have always been illustrated by artists and craftsmen in 
India. The legendary lovers flee across the desert on the back of their camel. Maru is 
held protectively by her husband Dhola. The camel comes with its neck bent back to 
react out to the couple. Painted in muted colours. 
 
The plaque images of gods and goddesses colored entirely or in Geru are decorated 
with raised coiled and round dots. These are further ornamented with impressions 
made by certain tools, in form of linear diagonals, small round dots, radiating lines and 
even holes. 
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G) Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 
 
Molela is a small, non-descript village in Nathdwara tehsil of the Rajsamand district of 
Rajasthan situated on the banks of the river Banas. The Maru potters of Molela are 
famous for their terracotta plaques depicting votive images, produced mainly for their 
tribal customers, these are given for the shrines of their tribal gods. 
 
Latitudinal and longitudinal location is 24.42 N and 77.28 E. Molela Village is in the 
Rajasmand District of Rajasthan. Molela is a small town 45 km north of Udaipur close 
to the Banas River. 
 

H) Proof of Origin (Historical records): 
 
Clay or terracotta craft is probably the earliest of man’s creations and marks his 
coming of age. It is as though as man faced nature he was stirred by its challenges. 
Moulded out of the earth himself, he wanted to extend the boundaries of his material 
existence by expressing his creative spirit. So he took the earth in his hand and began 
to fashion a whole new world of infinite shapes of grace and elegance. The history of 
the art has been a beautiful journey in Indian context and a lot of states have 
contributed to make it richer. Rajasthan terracotta tradition, dating back to the Indus 
Valley Civilization, boasts of its distinctive art styles. Molela village in Rajsamand 
district of Rajasthan has been a witness of the phenomenon of turning clay into objects 
of worship by its potters, conveying an intimacy with religion and belief woven into 
daily life, a practice, which has until recently, been unchanged in a millennium.  
 
The potters believe that their ancestors have come from Abu to Nadol (in Pali district) 
and then finally to the village of Molela. Even today, on important religious occasions, 
they go to worship their kul Devi, Ashapura Devi, whose main temple is in Nadol in 
Pali district .Since the past 11-12 generations, the potters have settled in Molela. It 
seems that prior to coming to Molela, the potter families were primarily making the 
usual earthenware domestic utensils like water pots, lamps, containers for clarified 
butter, containers to keep curd etc. but after settling in Molela, the destiny of these 
potters, took a turn. One night a blind potter had a dream in which Lord Dharamraj / 
Deonarayan revealed him in the form of a shadow and instructed that the potter should 
make an image of his. When the potter replied that since he could not see it was 
impossible for him to do so, Lord Deonarayan blessed him with sight. When the potter 
asked how he would sell his wares, he was told that the buyers would come to him, so 
he need not worry on that count. From then onwards, the potters of Molela have been 
making votive (presented to God as a sign of thanks) plaques of local Gods and 
Goddesses like Deonarayan, Dharamraj (is caretaker of justice and keeps an account of 
the `karma’ of a person. He is an accomplice of Yamraj, the God of dead), Kala 
Bhairon (black and ferocious) and Gora Bhairon (white and compassionate), 
Sheshavatar (incarnation of Vishnu – in form of a snake), Chamunda, Kalika, 
Awanmata, Durga, Ganesh.  
 
Terracotta images of the Mother Goddess, who blesses the devotees, are depicted and 
worshipped in various incarnations - Durga astride a lion, Chamunda on an elephant, 
and Kalika on a buffalo or holding a sword as Aswanmata. The 12-hooded serpent 
Nagadev, with several snake consorts, is a central figure. He is the guardian of the 
natural treasures of the earth. It is also the belief of the local people that their ancestors 
often return to the village as snakes. Bhairav, who protects the devotees from 
nightmares, bears a strong resemblance to Shiva. He holds a trident, a thunderbolt, a 
skull and a noose.  Popular images also include those of Ganesh, whose blessings are 
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invoked before beginning any new task. Devnarain, mounted on a horse holding a 
bhala, a spear and a lotus, is worshipped by the Gujars. He is attended by a serpent, 
cows, cowherds and peacocks, among others. 
 
The demand for a potter's work tends to be seasonal. New vessels and votive murtis 
are needed for rituals at festival and during harvest times. The craftsmen, therefore, 
turn to agriculture to sustain themselves in the lean months, growing wheat, corn, 
lentils and chillies. 
 

I) Method of Production: 
 
The red clay of village Molela in Rajasthan is special. It is to be found on the banks of 
the nearby talaab. Each potter has his own spot for digging based on his own previous 
experiences. It is mixed with donkey manure, roughly in a one is to four ratio; this is 
done to give the clay pliability. Rice husk are also added to this clay for strengthening 
and as temper. Once the clay has been kneaded, work can begin. The entire process is 
done by hand without using the mould. The slabs or tiles are made first, with the help 
of a pindi, which is used for pounding and flattening the clay. A pindi is made of 
rounded stone with a groove at the top for holding it. The clay slab is then smoothened 
using a small flat piece of wood, about 1 foot by half a foot and approximately 1 inch 
thick. The scene to be depicted or the idol or murti to be made is then fashioned on the 
tile. Having cut the main shape, thick coils are made, flattened and added to the main 
slab to make a shape. Thin coils are used for detailing. For instance, for making a face, 
pasting of the slab is done in such a way that it generates overall facial form. Square 
coils are used to make nose shapes. The jewellery is made out of tiny balls of clay. The 
final product is dried in the sun and the dried plaques are then fired in the kiln slowly. 
The fired product is painted with natural bright colours. Often small, round kalash are 
made on the wheel and added to the murti. The design and the line work on the clay 
are done with the bhaladi - a small flat chisel-like instrument made of metal. Both ends 
of the bhaladi are used, one end for drawing lines and patterns on the clay, and the 
other end for making holes. 
 
The murtis are allowed to dry before they are considered ready for firing. If the final 
colour of the murti is terracotta, the red geru is mixed with glue and is used to cover 
the murti before the firing. The panels are left to dry in the workshop courtyard before 
they are stacked ready to be fired in a circular open kiln made from brick called an 
Awara. The kiln is 5feet in height, by 6 feet in diameter with 4 stoking ports around its 
base. The work is loaded onto steel bars which are supported on brick piers leaving a 2 
foot fire chamber below which can be fuelled from the ports. Thirty panels at a time 
can be fired in one firing, and packed around the top and in any narrow spaces are 
placed smaller items such as clay lamps and temple bells. The kiln is then sealed with 
three layers of pottery shards, from redundant water pots, to a depth of 3 layers. It is 
then fired for approximately 6 hours to a temperature of between 600/700 degrees 
Celsius. To begin with the kiln is stoked with dry corn stalks and cobs. This is 
followed by cow dung cakes, to initially warm them it through. 
 
After 2 hours of gradual warming the fire ports are stoked more vigorously with larger 
pieces of timber. A slow and steady increase in temperature is achieved, until the 
pottery shards covering the kiln start to turn to a carbon black colour. Once this stage 
has been reached, the kiln is now fully warmed through, and larger lengths of timber 
can now stoked, until an inferno is now burning in the fire box. The cover of the kiln 
slowly changes to a glowing red over the top indicating that the maximum temperature 
has now been reached. It is then left over night to cool down before being unpacked in 
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the morning. After the firing, bright water colours are used to decorate the freshly 
baked murtis.  
 
For the colours, they use natural stone and mineral colours. Plaques are often painted 
in bright colors made from vegetable dyes mixed with gum from the babul tree. These 
bright colors are easier to see in the bright sun typical of this area and may be 
representative of the primary authority of the deities depicted. The fabrication process 
is all done by hand. Palewa is the clay slip and makes different colours when mixed 
with other elements. For instance, silver is made with Palewa and water. The reddish 
colour is made when Geru (Red soil) is added to the mixture. As the binder, they use a 
vegetable gum called Dawrigund collected from the trees. For shine, they apply a 
lacquer coat which is locally called a Jala. Varnish is never used because it is of 
organic material which is prohibited for use on Gods. Only one family makes the Jala 
in the entire region. 
 
Raw materials: Clay (Mitti), Donkey dung, Colors, Geru, Jela/lacquer, Silver paper. 
 
Tools: Only 3 very basic tools are used in this decorative clay work. But the potters 
derived creative use of some of them. 
 
1) Pindi - a round stone piece with a knob on top to hold it. This tool is used to 

hammer the mud flat. 
2) Paata - is a rectangular piece of wood, used to flatten the plaque laid horizontal. 
3) Bhaladi - It is a small flat chisel like instrument made of metal and used to crop the 

extra clay. The tip of the tool is used to mark small depressions in the plaque 
image. The edge of the broad front is used to achieve diagonal linear impressions 
on the plaque. 

 
Raw Materials 
 Clay 'Mati' 
 Temper for clay 'ghasan' 
 Donkey dung 'leedh' 
 Ash 'Bani' 
 Cow dung 'Chhan' 
 Ochre 'pilli mati'  
 Chalk 'Khadi' 

 Red mud - 'Geru lal mati' 
 Golden pigment - 'Paliya' 
 Goat dropping  
 Energy sources 
 Wood 
 Cactus piece 'Thor' 

 
The Process: 
1. Gaara gundana (Preparing the clay)  

The clay is procured from local ponds. The mud is sieved well with a wire mesh 
and the fine mud is then beaten in to smaller pieces. To this a fourth part of donkey 
dung is added. The donkey dung is beaten into finer pieces with a large wooden 
beater, by the women of the house. The above mentioned mixture is made wet and 
prepared into dough, wedging with feet. The kneaded clay is kept covered in 
polythene and lasts for 2-3 days. The impure clay, contains plenty of sand, is ideal 
for throwing the supporting pots kiln furniture used in the construction of the kiln, 
and fires to a light pink colour. 

 
2. Thala banana (Creation of the base of plaque) 

A ball of clay is taken and flattened onto the ground with the help of the round 
stone tool, pindi and water. Once the desired thickness is achieved, the surface is 
further smoothened with the help of the wooden tool paata and water. After the 
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surface is smooth and even, the plaque is given the final shape and the extra clay is 
trimmed with the help of the metal tool called bhaaladi. This forms the base thaala, 
on which the figures will be fixed later. The size of base of plaque/thaal varies 
from 18” to 30” height. 

 
3. Doli banana (giving a border to the plaque) 

At this stage, the base of the plaque is given a border with rolled clay, hereby 
defining the area that the deity’s image will occupy. 2-3” thick clay coils are rolled 
with hand and water applied for smoothness. These are called doli. Lengths are 
then placed at the entire boundary of the plaque. 

 
4. Dhad bananaa (creating the deity’s body) 

Another flat slab is then prepared, much thinner as compared to the thaala. This 
serves as the source for the creation of small parts of the body that the deity is 
made of .The clay bits are roughly chipped into shape with a bhaaladi, an iron tool. 
Then the part is taken and applied to the plaque, right in the center. The clay piece 
is then worked on, with the hands, one over and the other under the clay, both 
working simultaneously to give the clay piece the appropriate relief and also to 
smoothen it. 

 
5. Muh, pair banana (face and legs created) 

Finally the face, crown and the other background items like trees etc. are placed on 
the plaque. Wet fingers are used to finally even out the entire surface-safai karma.  

 
6. Decoration 

The deity is now decorated with the help of the back of the bhaaladi tool, edge of 
this tool and many small dyes which are made separately using a variety of 
techniques: finger rolled (some coiled, cut and incised to shape, stamped with a 
large variety of dies, thrown and even thin slabs pressed into prefired firns. 

 
7. Sukhana (drying) 

Once the decoration work is done, the plaque is allowed to be on the ground and is 
raised only when it is dry. The direct sun exposure is to allow the presence of ant 
moisture to vanish, thus reducing the possibility of cracking of the plaque during 
firing. The drying can take between four and fourteen days depending on the 
weather. 

 
8. Preparing kiln furniture 

The kiln furniture consist of pots called gher, which are thrown on wheel and then 
beaten, with a wooden beater called thaapi, into a longer shape with conical base. 
An anvil is used as a lubricant during the beating process. The use of ash 
transforms the colour of gher into a light pink. The pointed bottoms are pushed 
into the sandy ground, and then the next series has them horizontal the adjoining 
two vertical pots. These serve as supports for the plaques and keep them stable. 

 
9. Setting up the open kiln 

This stage consists of the baking of the clay figure. Traditionally the potters have 
been using the open kiln and often they tend to share the kiln and the cost, 
reflecting a community spirit. The kiln can be set up once a month or once in 2 
months or 3 months, depending on the time of the year and the market demand. 

 
Stacking and firing takes almost a full day to complete. Before stacking, the 
following preparations are made: repairing of the damaged pieces, the chopping up 
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of the firewood, transport of a large number of the pots used for building the kiln 
as well as carrying the dried finished items from the roof to the sight of the kiln at 
the back of the house. 

 
10. Firing 

The firing is done in an open place and takes about 4 hours. Babool wood is used 
for firing. Small fires are lit in the openings from all sides, adding fire-wood to 
regulate the build up of the flames. These are further fine tuned by throwing wood 
shavings into the openings. The wood is added slowly, being cautious not to raise 
the temperature too much. Three to four people, two at a time, feed the fire every 
10 to 15 minutes. Temperature reaches to 900 degree centigrade. The craftsman 
knows that the right temperature has been reached by the height of the flames. 
After four hours, once the men have checked the results of firing and are satisfied 
with it, any pieces of burning wood are retrieved and quenched with water to be 
used again. 

 
11. Thanda panda/ (cooling of the kiln)   

The kiln takes about 5-6 hours to cool down after which the plaques can be 
removed. 

 
12. Repair 

During the firing some of the icons crack often in the centre at the back. These are 
filled with a combination of ground fired clay, water and glue. The glue is mixed 
with water and put on the narrower openings of the cracks, and in the large cracks, 
the ground fired clay is used to fill the gaps. Finally the surface of the whole area 
is painted over with a liquid made with the pre-fired powdered-clay mixed in 
water. 

 
13. Colouring  

Colours are applied to the baked figures only when a customer decides to buy a 
plaque. Before painting the icons they are covered by a white paint mixed in a gum 
and left in the sun to dry. The traditional colour palette includes sindoor 
vermillion, yellow, lamp black, green, sky blue, and white. They are mixed with 
gum from the babul or keekar trees. These are applied with a brush made out of 
animal hair, usually that of a donkey’s tail. The coloured icons are final glazed 
with varnish (jalal), a mixture of plant gum and either clarified butter or linseed 
oil. Lastly parts of some of the icons are covered with silver paper, beaten thin and 
attached on the still wet varnish. The item is left in the sun to dry up. 

 
J) Uniqueness: 

 
Molela is a small, non-descript village situated on the banks of the river Banas. 
Normally, it could pass off as an ordinary village, one of the thousands that you pass 
by while traversing the rural landscape of our country. The distinction here lies in the 
terracotta plaques made here, only here all over India. Made as a flat surface, unlike 
the usual idols made elsewhere, this craft is unique in design. The red clay of village 
Molela in Rajasthan is special. The Maru potters of Molela are famous for their 
terracotta plaques depicting votive images. Produced mainly for their tribal customers, 
these are given for the shrines of their tribal gods. The plaque images of gods and 
goddesses colored entirely or in Geru are decorated with raised coiled and round dots. 
These are further ornamented with impressions made by certain tools, in form of linear 
diagonals, small round dots, radiating lines and even holes. 
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 Entire plaque is created without the use of the potters wheel- totally hand done job. 
 Light weight when compared to other terracotta 3 dimensional items made in other 

places, reason being that flat slabs of clay are hand molded to give raised forms 
and the area underneath remains hollow). 

 The dimension given to images, through the raised work gives a life like 
impression which is unique. 

 The very combination of a flat base with raised image on it, is again unique to this 
craft. 

 
K) Inspection Body: 

 
The inspection body consisting of the following have been constituted for maintaining 
the quality of the product 
 
 Officer In-charge, O/o the Development Commissioner (Handicraft), Udaipur. 
 Director (Market Research), Textiles Committee, Ministry of Textiles, Mumbai 
 Representative of Producers Associations, Molela,.  
 Prominent Master Artisans of the product. 
 

L) Others: 
 
Molela village has emerged as a focal point of the art of making attractive votive, 
plaques or idols of gods with terracotta. While the early creations were originally 
standing idols of local deities and various Vishnu forms but today theses figures are 
often mounted on tiles or plaques and are hung from the walls of temples and homes. 
These votives can be multi-coloured or can have a terracotta hue, as can be seen in 
various temples in Rajasthan and Gujarat. While the potters of Molela are known for 
producing the religious votive style or idols, and also procure their livelihood from 
these, but now a days they also depict scenes that express what the artisan can see in 
his/her surroundings on plaques. Like most crafts, the traditional art form has been 
passed from generation to generation, through the sons of the family, evolving with 
each generation. Thus these product bears generational legacy.   

 
Note: 

 
"The GI Application Number 67 "Molela Clay Work" & GI Application Number 539 
"Molela Clay Work (Logo)" have been registered separately, however, the applicant is at 
liberty to use the registration jointly and independently and that such use would also be a 
valid use under the Registration." 
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General Information 
 
What is a Geographical Indication? 

 It is an indication, 
 It is used to identify agricultural,natural,or manufactured goods originating in 

the said area, 
 It originates from a definite territory in India, 
 It should have a special quality or characteristics unique to the geographical 

indication. 
 
Examples of possible Geographical Indications in India: 
Some of the examples of Geographical Indications in India include Basmati Rice, 
Darjeeling Tea, Kancheepuram silk saree, Alphonso Mango, Nagpur Orange, 
Kolhapuri Chappal, Bikaneri Bhujia etc. 
 
What are the benefits of registration of Geographical Indications? 

 It confers legal protection to Geographical Indications in India, 
 It prevents unauthorized use of a registered Geographical Indication by 

others. 
 It boosts exports of Indian Geographical indications by providing legal 

Protection. 
 It promotes economic Prosperity of Producers. 
 It enables seeking legal protection in other WTO member countries. 

 
Who can apply for the registration of a Geographical Indication? 
Any association of persons, producers, organization or authority established by or 
under the law can apply. 
The applicant must represent the interest of the producers. 
The application should be in writing in the prescribed form. 
The application should be addressed to the Registrar of Geographical Indications 
along with prescribed fee. 
 
Who is the Registered Proprietor of a Geographical Indication? 
Any association of persons, producers, organisation or authority established by or 
under the law can be a registered proprietor. There name should be entered in the 
Register of Geographical Indications as registered proprietor for the Geographical 
Indication applied for. 
 
Who is an authorized user? 
A producer of goods can apply for registration as an authorized user, with respect to 
a registered Geographical Indication. He should apply in writing in the prescribed 
form alongwith prescribed fee. 
 
Who is a producer in relation to a Geographical Indication? 
A producer is a person dealing with three categories of goods 

 Agricultural Goods including the production, processing, trading or dealing. 
 Natural Goods including exploiting, trading or dealing. 
 Handicrafts or industrial goods including making, manufacturing, trading or 

dealing. 
 
Is registration of a Geographical Indication compulsory? 
While registration of Geographical indication is not compulsory, it offers better legal 
protection for action for infringement.  
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What are the advantages of registering? 
 Registration affords better legal protection to facilitate an action for 

infringement. 
 The registered proprietor and authorized users can initiate infringement 

actions. 
 The authorized users can exercise right to use the Geographical indication. 

 
Who can use the registered Geographical Indication? 
Only an authorized user has the exclusive rights to use the Geographical indication in 
relation to goods in respect of which it is registered.  
 
How long is the registration of Geographical Indication valid? Can it be 
renewed? 
The registration of a Geographical Indication is for a period of ten years. 
Yes, renewal is possible for further periods of 10 years each. 
If a registered Geographical Indications is not renewed, it is liable tobe removed 
from the register.  
 
When a Registered Geographical Indication is said tobe infringed? 

 When unauthorized use indicates or suggests that such goods originate in a 
geographical area other than the true place of origin of such goods in a 
manner which misleads the public as to their geographical origins. 

 When use of Geographical Indication results in unfair competition including 
passing off in respect of registered Geographical indication. 

 When the use of another Geographical Indication results in a false 
representation to the public that goods originate in a territory in respect of 
which a Geographical Indication relates. 

 
Who can initiate an infringement action? 
The registered proprietor or authorized users of a registered Geographical indication 
can initiate an infringement action. 
 
Can a registered Geographical Indication be assigned, transmitted etc? 
No, A Geographical Indication is a public property belonging to the producers of the 
concerned goods. It shall not be the subject matter of assignment, transmission, 
licensing, pledge, mortgage or such other agreement. However, when an authorized 
user dies, his right devolves on his successor in title. 
 
Can a registered Geographical Indication or authorized user be removed 
from the register? 
Yes, The Appellate Board or the Registrar of Geographical Indication has the power 
to remove the Geographical Indication or authorized user from the register. The 
aggrieved person can file an appeal within three months from the date of 
communication of the order. 
 
How a Geographical Indication differs from a trade mark? 
A trade mark is a sign which is used in the course of trade and it distinguishes good 
or services of one enterprise from those of other enterprises. Whereas a 
Geographical Indication is used to identify goods having special Characteristics 
originating from a definite geographical territory.  
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THE REGISTRATION PROCESS 
 

In December 1999, Parliament passed the Geographical Indications of Goods 
(Registration and Protection) Act 1999. This Act seeks to provide for the registration 
and protection of Geographical Indications relating to goods in India. This Act is 
administered by the Controller General of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks, who is 
the Registrar of Geographical Indications. The Geographical Indications Registry is 
located at Chennai. 
 
The Registrar of Geographical Indication is divided into two parts. Part ‘A’ consists of 
particulars relating to registered Geographical indications and Part ‘B’ consists of 
particulars of the registered authorized users. 
The registration process is similar to both for registration of geographical indication 
and an authorized user which is illustrated below: 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Filing an Application 
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for Hearing 

Refused 

Acceptance 
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